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Introduction
For companies looking to pivot to directto-consumer sales, the prospect of logistics
management can be overwhelming.
Businesses that are trying to build up their
customer base may not have the time,
resources, or desire to attend to storage or
transportation requirements.

This is where a third-party logistics
provider, or 3PL can help. A
trustworthy 3PL will manage
warehousing, fulfillment, inventory
management, and a myriad of other
logistics tasks that most companies
do not have the bandwidth for.
Typically, there’s a cost advantage to
using a 3PL over managing logistics
in-house for smaller companies.
There’s just one problem - how
does a company find the right 3PL
to work with? Not all 3PLs offer the
same services or have the same
competitive advantage. Working with
the wrong one can have deleterious
consequences for a business.
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For an executive who does not have a
logistics background, it can be hard to
distinguish the good logistics partners
from the bad ones. That is, if they can
get a meeting with a 3PL at all.
But there is a solution. By working with
a reputable 3PL consultant, directto-consumer businesses can ensure
that they find a logistics provider who
meets their requirements and provides
satisfactory service.
This paper will discuss the difficulties
of 3PL selection, the pitfalls of
working with a poor one, and the
benefits of utilizing a 3PL consultant.
It will also provide insights on
consultant selection criteria.
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The High Cost of
Poor Logistics
Management
For a new direct-to-consumer
frozen foods company, managing
logistics can be overwhelming.
Oftentimes outsourcing to a thirdparty logistics firm, or 3PL is helpful,
but even then, a lot can go wrong.
For one, it isn’t always easy to find
the right logistics company to work
with. While several larger 3PLs have a
website, many regional ones do not,
preferring instead to rely on word
of mouth to advertise their services.
That can make it challenging to
even find a provider in your targeted
region. What’s more, the 3PLs that
do advertise tend to take established
clients with large product volumes.
In other words, third party logistics
firms that are easiest to find are the
least likely to help a new or pivoting
company.
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There’s no official vetting process for 3PL
companies, and it’s not hard to imagine the
problems that could result from working
with a poor match. Improper inventory
management or labeling practices could
lead to shipping a box full of meat to a
vegetarian customer, or someone with
Celiac disease accidentally consuming a
product that contains gluten. A frozen food
product might thaw if shipping duration
is not properly calculated. These are just
a few of the headaches that could arise if
your logistics provider isn’t properly vetted.
In any of these scenarios, DTC businesses
incur the expense of replacing the
order. Then there’s the unmet customer
expectations and subsequent poor
company reviews - a disaster in the digital
age. Dealing with these situations can be
a job in itself, if it doesn’t put you out of
business altogether.
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How Did We
Get Here?
E-commerce is accelerating. According to
IBM’s U.S. Retail Index, the Covid-19 pandemic
hastened the shift away from brick and mortar
by five years in 2020. This makes it a great time,
but also a tough time to break into the directto-consumer market.

On one hand, online sales are growing
rapidly. Over the past year and a half,
consumers have spent more time at
home, made more purchases online,
and shifted preferences from the instore experience to the virtual one.
Digital Commerce 360 estimates
that, in the United States alone,
e-commerce sales reached $861
billion in 2020 - a 44% yearly jump.
That momentum continues into 2021.
According to the market research firm
eMarketer, online sales could reach
$908.7 billion in the year following the
pandemic.
Direct-to-consumer sales fared even
better. As a subset of e-commerce, DTC
grew at three to six times the rate of
regular e-commerce in 2020, eMarketer
finds. That number continues to rise.
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By 2022, 103 million Americans
are expected to make a direct-toconsumer purchase.
This makes it an opportune time to
jump into direct-to-consumer sales,
but there is a catch, and it’s a big
one. The direct-to-consumer model
has a host of time consuming and
expensive logistics requirements.
Startups looking to sell directly
to consumers have to find and
rent warehouse space, manage
procurement, and maintain a
relationship with a carrier. Even
during a “typical” year, handling
logistics operations often requires a
Herculean effort that most direct-toconsumer companies simply don’t
have the bandwidth for.
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Outsourcing
Logistics
Services
This is where a third-party logistics firm can step in. If you aren’t familiar, a
third-party logistics provider is a company that handles most or all supply chain
operations on behalf of its customers. By taking on the supply chain needs of
multiple companies, a 3PL can usually provide lower rates to its customers. In
turn, companies who utilize them can pay one fee to outsource its operations.
A non-exhaustive list of services that a third-party logistics firm might
provide includes:
•

Order fulfillment: Receiving orders from customers, putting them together
(also known as “picking and packing”), and having them sent out

•

Storage: Providing a space to keep components in

•

Procurement: Obtaining goods from elsewhere in the supply chain, such as
a manufacturer

•

Inventory Management: Tracking a company’s goods until they are
purchased

•

Transportation: Moving goods from a warehouse to a consumer

Obviously, third party logistics firms provide a mission-critical service. If directto-consumer sales are your lifeblood, it is imperative to find one that is a match
for your company.
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Not Just Any 3PL
At a glance, most third-party logistics providers
might look like they are all the same. Don’t
fall for it. 3PLs can vary widely in size, specialty
industry, and even customer requirements. The
right logistics partner is one that can meet your
volume, will be upfront about its fees, will grow
with you, and is familiar with your product.
Not all providers are willing
or able to meet each of these
needs. The ones who populate
an internet search may only
be willing to take established
clients who can meet a highvolume requirement and aren’t
expecting rapid expansion in
coming years. Even worse, not all
3PLs are committed to learning
the ins and outs of specific cold
chain requirements. “There’s
always a risk when you have
people who are not working for
your company that are handling
your products,” says Dr. Terry
Esper, professor of logistics at
Ohio State University. “They may
not have the level of ownership
in the process that you would
want.”
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The right 3PL can
keep a business
running smoothly
and profitably, but
the wrong one can
drive it into the
ground.
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Partnering with a 3PL
Consultant
Finding the right third party logistics
provider can be arduous at best, but
there is a solution. Direct-to-consumer
companies can enlist the help of a 3PL
consultant. In doing so, they sidestep the
process and ensure that their logistics
partner is prepared to help them succeed.

A 3PL consultant helps businesses find a thirdparty logistics firm that meets their needs.
Some simply arrange for meetings, while others
know the industry landscape, have a national
network of contacts, are familiar with most 3PL’s
capabilities, and of course, have the clout to get
you in front of the right logistics provider.
In short, a consultant can act as an insurance
policy of sorts against a poor 3PL relationship.
Businesses know that the one that they’ve been
matched with is the right fit.
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A consultant
can act as an
insurance policy
of sorts against
a poor 3PL
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A reputable 3PL consultant has some specific qualities. The right one will:
•

Be familiar with a business’s storage and packing needs - Frozen and
chilled requirements differ based on the product being shipped. Supply chain
requirements for frozen crab legs look different from dog food which looks
different from pre-packaged meals. What kind of insulation materials are
optimal? Are all products compatible with each other? Do customers have
any expectations for their packaging? These are just a few questions that a
consultant should be able to answer.

•

Understand volume requirements and which 3PL can accept them - Yes,
the right 3PL should be about the same size as the business it serves, but it
should be prepared to scale if its client grows. In addition, it should constantly
look for ways to become more efficient. Finding a provider that meets this
requirement demands more than an internet search.

•

Understand cold chain logistics - Chances are that most new direct-toconsumer enterprises aren’t familiar with the ins and outs of dry ice handling
or know what other materials are required for frozen food shipping. They
likely don’t know about optimal cold chain technology or how to make sure
a warehouse is situated close enough to its customers. With the right 3PL
consultant, they can outsource this knowledge, not try to learn it themselves.

•

Know a firm’s product - Imagine being in talks with a logistics provider, only
to not know how much experience they have with frozen food products. Even
if they have worked with other frozen food businesses in the past, it can be
hard to discern whether that experience translates into success with the next
product. A reputable 3PL consultant can sidestep the jargon and get the
metrics that give a business the information it needs to make a decision.

Because 3PL consultants have the institutional knowledge needed to understand
a 3PL’s performance, they can be an invaluable resource to companies starting
or pivoting to direct-to-consumer sales. Businesses can avoid the nightmare of
navigating the logistics world on their own, and instead focus on building out
their product.
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Expected Results
Clearly, it is advantageous, if not critical to enlist the help of a 3PL consultant to find
the right logistics partner. It’s theoretically possible for a business to find the right
3PL on its own, but there’s no guarantee that the provider will be a good fit for the
specific needs of direct-to-consumer frozen food products.
To recap, the benefits of 3PL consulting include:
•

Reduced risk - Direct-to-consumer companies are assured that they will find a
logistics provider that handles their product properly

•

Time saved - Firms do not have to spend hours either managing operations inhouse or searching for the right logistics partner

•

Lower cost - After getting matched with the right 3PL, businesses have fewer
incorrect or damaged orders to replace

•

Business support - A consultant ensures that frozen food companies partner
with a logistics provider who grows with them and constantly improves its
efficiency - passing the cost savings along

As we’ve discussed, there’s a lot to consider in 3PL selection, and the stakes are
high. The bottom line, the health and well-being of customers, and even the
reputation of a direct-to-consumer company all rest on 3PL performance.
Even for businesses who have the time and resources to manage the 3PL
search on their own, getting in front of the right logistics provider and avoiding
the wrong one is hard to do. However, by partnering with a reputable 3PL
consultant, a firm can get in the door with the right 3PL company, and is
assured of partnering with one who knows how to handle the product.
The end result: more customers and profits.
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About Us
Experts at Gray Growth Strategies, New York, work closely with
your team to understand business objectives and process
flows, identify ways to improve your logistics management, and
suggest steps to cut your time to market and related costs.
They bring a unique set of disciplines - from operational to strategic and
marketing - to migrate your company’s concept or prototype into a full-fledged,
commerce-ready service. From DTC meal delivery programs and functional foods
to multinational, Fortune 1000 companies, Gray Growth Strategies Maintains all
the ingredients necessary to grow your company’s supply chain network.
Richard Gray is a leading strategist in global direct-to-consumer marketing and
business model development. An expert brand marketer across mutli-channel
environments, he achieves results quickly and within optimized budgets.
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